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DIAGONAL FEDERALISM AND CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION
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ABSTRACT

The Obama Administration's efforts on climate change continue to face daunting challenges domestically and internationally. This Article makes a
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nove| contribution by exploring how the Obama Administration can meet these challenges more effectively through systematically addressing the multiscalar character of climate change in the areas where it has greater regulatory control. Mitigating and adapting to climate change pose complex choices at individual, community, local, state, national, and international levels. The Article argues that these choices lead to many diagonal regulatory interactions: that is, dynamics among a wide range of public and private actors which simultaneously cut across levels of government (vertical) and involve multiple actors at each level of government that it includes (horizontal).

After assessing the Obama Administration’s progress on climate change and energy issues, this Article develops a theory of diagonal federalism to explore how the Obama Administration might engage in more effective crosscutting regulatory approaches. It proposes a taxonomy for understanding how these diagonal interactions vary across multiple dimensions over time. Specifically, the taxonomy includes four dimensions: (1) scale (large v. small); (2) axis (vertical v. horizontal); (3) hierarchy (top-down v. bottom-up); and (4) cooperativeness (cooperation v. conflict). The Article then applies this taxonomy to the case example of the Obama Administration’s efforts at reducing motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions to demonstrate how it can be used as a tool in policymaking.

The Article argues that existing diagonal efforts to regulate what cars we drive tend to be predominantly large-scale, vertical, and top-down, in line with their direct impact on automobile companies. In contrast, approaches targeting how we drive those cars, which affect those companies less directly and are grounded in land-use planning, are more likely to be small-scale, horizontal, and bottom-up. This divergence creates an opportunity for normative reflection. The Article argues that the Obama Administration should consider whether these skews are appropriate by taking into account the benefits and limitations of such skews in particular contexts. It then proposes ways in which the Administration could create more balance in the dimensions and argues for the value of that balance. Specifically, the Obama Administration could explore additional opportunities for (1) greater smaller-scale governmental involvement in technology-oriented financial incentives programs; (2) federal-level, top-down, vertical initiatives connecting federal approaches to highways, railroads, and gas prices with smaller-scale efforts to have people drive less in their communities; and (3) litigation, which often has a rescaling effect, by interested individuals, nongovermental organizations, corporations, and government.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Obama Administration continues to face daunting obstacles to its efforts to address climate change. At an international level, major uncertainty exists about whether a significant agreement including major emitters can emerge from the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) process. Despite a U.S. President committed to progress, the Copenhagen treaty negotiations resulted in an accord under which all of the key nation-states made commitments contingent upon action by other countries and the Cancun negotiations did little to resolve major remaining questions for the post-Kyoto regime.1 Cap-and-trade leg-

---

islation was declared dead even before the 2010 mid-term elections, leaving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the unenviable position of deciding how comprehensively to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act (CAA) through its endangerment finding while its actions are challenged in both the courts and Congress. Even when climate change legislation looked more likely in the initial months of the Obama Administration, polls underscored a lack of public support to make major emissions reductions in the current economic climate. In the face of the dim prospects for achieving the reductions needed in time to prevent the worst predicted impacts, increasingly serious conversations regarding the use of geoengineering to reverse climate change are taking place—conversations which raise major concerns about humanity’s ability to intervene in the global ecosystem without terrible unintended consequences.

---


3. See Gerald F. Seib, WSJ/NBC Poll: Divided on Warming Threat, Clear on Man’s Role, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 18, 2009, 7:59 AM), http://blogs.wsj.com/capitaljournal/2009/12/18/wsjnbc-poll-divided-on-warming-threat-clear-on-mans-role/tab/article/*; A slight majority of Americans—54%—says global warming exists and some action should be taken. That compromises with 41% who say that more needs to be learned before acting, or that worries are unwarranted. At the beginning of 2007, by contrast, 64% thought warming existed and warranted action, while 33% said more needed to be known before acting.*; Andrew C. Revkin, Global Warming, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 8, 2009) http://topics.nytimes.com/ top/news/science/topics/globalwarming/index.html?scp=1&sq=public%20polls%20for%20emissions%20reductions&st=cse/*; Passionate activists at both ends of the discourse are pushing ever harder for or against rapid action, while polls show the public locked durably in three camps—with roughly a fifth of American voters eager for action, a similar proportion aggressively rejecting projections of catastrophe and most people tuned out or confused.*; accord Ben Geman, Polls clash over public support for making emissions reductions, THE HILL (Dec. 23, 2009, 1:30 PM), http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/73473-polls-clash-over-support-for-emissions-limits.

Amid those much-publicized challenges, there lurks a structural problem that is arguably as fundamental to effective climate change policy as progress on the treaty regime or national-level legislation. Namely, the Obama Administration must deal with the multiscalar nature of addressing climate change. Emissions, impacts, and adaptation pose regulatory problems that intersect with every level of government, from the most local to the most global. Yet current approaches to addressing climate change at the international level generally lack efficient ways of creating legal dialogue across levels of government. At the Copenhagen negotiations, for example, national delegations met at a center that ended up being largely closed to the wide range of civil society participants, and meetings of large numbers of subnational states, provinces, and cities from around the world were not integrated into the official dialogue.

This Article proposes that the Obama Administration can address this structural challenge better in its domestic climate change and clean energy initiatives through addressing the “diagonal” quality of its regulatory interactions. Diagonal strategies incorporate key public and private actors at different levels of government (the vertical piece) and within each level of government (the horizontal piece) simultaneously in order to create needed crosscutting interactions. The Article makes an original contribution to the scholarly literatures on climate change and on federalism through its development of a theory of diagonal federalism and application of that theory to the Obama Administration’s current efforts. The Article provides an in-depth examination of the Obama Administration’s approach to the reduction of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions to analyze the nuances of current crosscutting initiatives and provide a model for rethinking their


appropriateness and effectiveness. It argues that the structural differences between strategies aimed at what cars we drive and those aimed at how we drive those cars, in addition to ongoing litigation, provide opportunities for further policy innovation.

This Article’s analysis is grounded in federalism because, within the United States, the federalist structure of the government provides for interaction across governmental levels. As a result, the challenge facing the Obama Administration is how to approach these international-federal-state-local interactions in a fashion that leads to the most effective climate policy. Even a single climate change policy area—such as the example of reducing greenhouse gas emissions from passenger cars on which the Article focuses—contains complex interactions among governmental and non-governmental entities. In the more traditional state-federal context, for instance, conflicts have arisen over who should set tailpipe emissions standards, with auto companies pushing for a uniform national standard and some states, led by California, asserting their right under the CAA to exceed national standards. The Obama Administration attempted to resolve this conflict by granting California’s waiver request and by harmonizing state and federal standards so that they converge by 2012. However, the relevant governmental action on this issue ranges from local and even sublocal land-use planning decisions to U.S. partnerships with individual


This Article argues that understanding these diverse interactions through the lens of diagonal federalism provides insight into how they might be structured more effectively.

In Part II, the Article provides an assessment of the Obama Administration's approach to climate change and energy law and policy thus far in light of its precommitments and ongoing partisan political battles. Part III builds upon this assessment by engaging the difficulty of crafting needed crosscutting policy approaches. The Part introduces a four-part taxonomy to assist scholars and policymakers with developing and assessing these approaches, and then applies the taxonomy to the Obama Administration's approach to the regulation of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation, with an emphasis on the differences between policy approaches to what cars we drive and to how we drive them. These differences raise questions, which Part IV addresses, about how the Obama Administration can be most effective in crafting future diagonal approaches to the reduction of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions. The Part explores possibilities for the Obama Administration both to pair large-scale, vertical, top-down approaches with ones that have opposite tendencies along those dimensions and to use litigation to foster multidimensional interactions. The Article concludes by considering the broader implications of this taxonomy. It argues that the taxonomy can serve as a tool not only for practical policy analysis, but also for reconceptualizing scholarly approaches. In so doing, the conclusion frames the next piece in this series of articles on scale, science, law and climate change, which will take a multidimensional law and geography approach to rethinking environmental federalism.

II. THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION'S APPROACH TO CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY

President Obama articulated an ambitious agenda for climate change and energy issues in his campaign, and his Administration has made substantial progress in realizing those commitments. However, as discussed in the sections which follow, the Obama Administration's accomplishments are largely concentrated in the actions of multiple federal administrative agencies due to the obstacles it has faced with respect to both legislation and international negotiations. The major exceptions to this rule are

11. See Hari M. Osofsky, Multidimensional Environmental Federalism: A Law and Geography Approach (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) [hereinafter Osofsky, Multidimensional Environmental Federalism].
12. See infra notes 35–36.
the energy and green growth measures in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), which have been a major component of the Obama Administration’s accomplishments on these issues to date. Moreover, although the Administration has worked closely with key states and localities in many instances, a number of its crucial policies take a fairly traditional, top-down mandate or incentive structure.

The Obama Administration’s core commitments with respect to climate change and energy have, from the start, focused on supporting a transformation to a greener economy grounded in formal legal measures. For example, President Obama’s State of the Union addresses have consistently touted clean energy initiatives as vehicles for innovation, economic growth, and job creation. His 2010 State of the Union address included the claim that “[e]ven if you doubt the evidence, providing incentives for energy-efficiency and clean energy are the right thing to do for our future, because the nation that leads the clean energy economy will be the nation that leads the global economy. And America must be that nation.” His 2011 address took that approach further, omitting references to “climate change” but proposing major clean energy commitments, even in the face of significant mid-term elections losses and a Congress attacking his efforts on climate change. Substantively, that transformation primarily focuses on changing motor vehicle technology and usage patterns, energy sources and efficiency, and the types of jobs which drive the economy. In moving towards its substantive goals through legal action, the Obama Administration’s work has included extensive agency action under the ARRA, CAA, and Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA); failed efforts to pass a cap-and-trade bill in Congress; and active participation and leadership in international climate negotiations.

The Obama Administration has made substantial progress on all of these objectives, although formal legal change outside of its control has been more elusive. For example, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson’s January 12, 2010 memorandum on her first year reflected this progress, the Administration’s continuing commitment to these issues, and foreshadowed its ongoing challenges with which her agency continues to grapple.

---

In including “[t]aking action on climate change” among her seven key themes to focus the EPA’s work, she stated:

Last year saw historic progress in the fight against climate change, with a range of greenhouse gas reduction initiatives. We must continue this critical effort and ensure compliance with the law. We will continue to support the President and Congress in enacting clean energy and climate legislation. Using the Clean Air Act, we will finalize our mobile source rules and provide a framework for continued improvements in that sector. We will build on the success of ENERGY STAR to expand cost-saving energy conservation and efficiency programs. And we will continue to develop common-sense solutions for reducing GHG emissions from large stationary sources like power plants. In all of this, we must also recognize that climate change will affect other parts of our core mission, such as protecting air and water quality, and we must include those considerations in our future plans.17

Administrator Jackson’s six other key themes, many of which have significant overlap with the EPA’s efforts on climate change, included improving air quality; insuring the safety of chemicals; cleaning up our communities; protecting America’s waters; expanding the conversation on environmentalism and working for environmental justice; and building strong state and tribal partnerships.18

This Part builds from Administrator Jackson’s summary of her agency’s efforts to provide a more in-depth review of the primary elements of the Obama Administration’s efforts on its core climate change and energy commitments and their evolution over time. It does not attempt to list comprehensively every single administration initiative, but rather to give a sense of its major commitments, accomplishments, and challenges. Although the push for cap-and-trade legislation failed, the other aspects of the Obama Administration’s climate change policy that Administrator Jackson highlighted have continued to move forward.

The Part begins by situating the Obama Administration’s work amid efforts to address climate change that predate his administration. It then turns to the Obama Administration’s domestic commitments and efforts in substantive areas detailed above. The Part concludes with a discussion of legal progress and obstacles, including an assessment of its international and subnational efforts and the resulting challenges of legal scale that the Obama Administration faces.

A. Historical Context for the Obama Administration’s Climate Change and Energy Initiatives

U.S. legislative efforts at clean air regulation began in 1955 with the Air Pollution Control Act, which was the precursor to the CAA of 1963 and its subsequent variations. The CAA, together with the Energy Policy Conservation Act of 1975 (EPCA) and other clean air legislation, has provided the statutory framework for agency action on many key greenhouse gas emissions issues, particularly transportation and energy. Although prior to Massachusetts v. EPA, greenhouse gases were not explicitly included in the regulations promulgated under these laws, many of these regulations impacted such emissions. For example, the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards mandated fuel economy in vehicles and, as a result, influenced the extent of their emissions.

In addition to these air pollution control efforts relevant to climate change, the United States has had a statutory regime explicitly focused on climate change since 1978. That year, the National Climate Program Act mandated that the President establish a program to “assist the Nation and the world to understand and respond to natural and man-induced climate processes and their implications.” Pursuant to that law, President Carter commissioned a National Research Council report which concluded that “[i]f carbon dioxide continues to increase, the study group finds no reason to doubt that climate changes will result and no reason to believe that these changes will be negligible. . . . A wait-and-see policy may mean waiting until it is too late.”

---

In 1987, the Global Climate Protection Act attempted to translate this effort into "coordinated national policy" and U.S. leadership in international efforts to address climate change.\textsuperscript{28} However, the Act's goals have yet to be achieved. Numerous bills to address climate change nationally, including the most recent cap-and-trade ones, have stalled in the U.S. Senate, and the country's pre-Obama leadership on climate change was limited by both the Legislative and Executive branches at critical junctures.\textsuperscript{29} Although the United States is party to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and President Clinton's Administration participated actively in the Kyoto Protocol negotiations, the Senate unanimously passed a resolution indicating its sense that the United States should not enter into the Kyoto Protocol because it did not apply to developing major emitters like China and India.\textsuperscript{30} As a result, President Clinton did not submit the protocol to the Senate for ratification.\textsuperscript{31}

Under President George W. Bush's leadership, the nation backtracked on the issue both domestically and internationally. His Administration repeatedly refused to regulate greenhouse gas emissions under existing environmental laws and prevented leader states from moving ahead with their own regulation of greenhouse gas motor vehicles emissions.\textsuperscript{32} The 2007


\textsuperscript{30} S. Res. 98, 105th Cong. (1997).


EISA, with its many provisions related to climate change, such as stricter CAFE standards that will require automakers to bring fleet-wide gas mileage to thirty-five miles per gallon (mpg) by 2020, constitutes the most significant step taken under the Bush Administration to move federal climate change regulation forward. Internationally, in 2002, President Bush announced the United States’ decision not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and made limited additional commitments on climate change. As detailed in the subsequent sections, the Obama Administration’s campaign pledges on climate change and energy and its steps thus far on this issue constitute an effort to reverse those policies and to move the United States towards comprehensive domestic action and international leadership.

B. Motor Vehicles Design and Use

During his campaign and since taking office, President Obama’s commitments regarding motor vehicles have focused on what cars we drive and the fuels that they use, as well as broader efforts at transportation policy and its impact on how we drive those cars. With respect to what cars we drive, he pledged to raise fuel economy standards by four percent each year and to double the current fuel economy standards within eighteen years. He planned to work with Congress to ensure that all new vehicles will have flex-fuel capability by the end of his first term and to invest in advanced vehicle technology that uses lightweight materials and new engines. He also proposed to increase the number of hybrids on the road to one million by 2015 and to require that future federal government vehicles be hybrids. To support this transition, he stated that he would provide $4 billion in retooling tax credits and loan guarantees for domestic automakers and that he would lift the cap of $60,000 per manufacturer on buyer tax credits for ultra-efficient vehicles. With respect to fuels, President Obama said that he would require the development of sixty billion gallons of advanced biofuels by 2030 and establish a National Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) to help with the introduction of nonpetroleum fu-
Finally, he promised to revise the transportation funding process both to encourage states and localities to consider smart growth and energy conservation and to recommit federal resources to public mass transportation projects.40

President Obama began to make good on those campaign promises in his first week in office with memoranda to federal agencies on fuel efficiency standards and on California’s request for a CAA waiver, which the U.S. EPA ultimately granted.41 The U.S. EPA has since issued an endangerment finding and taken initial steps under that finding in response to the Supreme Court’s opinion in Massachusetts v. EPA.42 The Administration’s most significant accomplishment with respect to motor vehicles and climate change thus far is its National Program for emissions and fuel economy standards for new vehicles, under which the EPA and Department of Transportation promulgated joint rules on fuel economy and tailpipe greenhouse gas emission which were finalized in April 2010.43

Under this plan, which emerged from the Administration’s efforts to forge a compromise between automakers44 and California,45 manufacturers
will be allowed “to build a single light-duty national fleet that would satisfy all requirements under both programs and would provide significant reductions in both greenhouse gas emissions and oil consumption.” The EPA regulations still focus on tailpipe emissions pursuant to the CAA, and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) regulations take the form of CAFE standards under the EISA and EPCA. But they are coordinated for the first time out of an understanding that “[t]he close relationship between emissions of CO2—the most prevalent greenhouse gas emitted by motor vehicles—and fuel consumption, means that the technologies to control CO2 emissions and to improve fuel economy overlap to a great degree.” Both agencies will measure compliance based on fleet average performance calculated at the end of each model year. The government will then issue credits to manufacturers which exceed the fleet average CO2 or CAFE standard and debits to those which fail to meet the standard. Manufacturers will be able to use those credits to offset past or future debits, to transfer those credits among the vehicles in its fleet, or to trade/sell them to other companies.

The Obama Administration has built upon this initial step with frequent new rulemaking efforts to address post-2017 model years of light vehicles and emissions from medium and heavy vehicles. In September 2010, the EPA and NHTSA issued a Notice of Intent to begin establishing

---


47. Id. at 24,009 n.7.

48. See id. at 24,010.

49. See id.

50. See id.
standards for fuel economy and greenhouse gas emissions for 2017–25 model year light vehicles, which it updated through a supplemental notice in December 2010. In January 2011, the EPA announced, together with the U.S. Department of Transportation and California, further unification of national and California approaches through a single timeframe for proposing those 2017–25 standards. The two agencies complemented this progress on cars and light trucks with a final rule announced in October 2010 and corrected in December 2010 for medium and heavy duty vehicles. Its Heavy Duty National Program establishes fuel economy and greenhouse emissions standards that it claims have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by nearly 250 million metric tons over the life of vehicles sold from 2014 to 2018.

The Obama Administration has supplemented this mandate program with a variety of financial incentives administered through multiple administrative agencies. Under the ARRA, the Administration established the Clean Cities Alternative Fuel and Advanced Technology Vehicles Pilot Program, which invests $300 million dollars in state and local government efforts to expand their fleets of fuel-efficient vehicles. The Act also funded a $2 billion grant program to encourage individuals to build batteries for plug-in hybrids, and $187 million (with an additional private cost share of 50%) towards nine projects aimed at improving fuel efficiency in heavy duty trucks and passenger vehicles which the Obama Administration estimates will create over 500 jobs initially and over 6,000 jobs by 2015. In addition, the DOE is providing up to $5.5 million in ARRA funding to

support the X PRIZE Foundation's competition in which teams design energy efficiency vehicles.57

The Obama Administration plans to continue to build on these investments and move towards its goal of having one million electric vehicles on the road by 2015. On January 26, 2011, the day after President Obama's recommitment to his clean energy goals in the State of the Union address, Vice President Biden announced a new, three-part technology vehicle plan that will include support for U.S. electric vehicle manufacturing and adoption. The plan includes replacing the existing tax credit with a point-of-sale consumer rebate, more investments in research and development, and a competitive grant program to encourage communities to establish the infrastructure needed to support electric vehicles.58 With respect to fuels, the EPA issued regulations that strengthened the renewable fuel standard originally enacted in 2007. These regulations increase the volume of renewable fuels required to be blended into the nation's gas supply, include diesel fuels, and establish greenhouse gas thresholds for renewable fuel sources to be included.59 President Obama also established a Biofuels Interagency Working Group to develop and implement new biofuels technologies 60 and set aside $786 million in Recovery funds for biofuels research and development.61 The Administration has begun dispersing those funds, such as to two biofuels consortia in January 2010 to support their work on algae-based and other advanced biofuels.62

Regarding transportation policy more broadly, the Obama Administration awarded $8.78 billion in ARRA funds to transit improvements.63 It provided $100 million of those funds to forty-three subnational transit

60. See Memorandum on Biofuels and Rural Economic Development, 74 Fed. Reg. 21,531, 21,531 (May 7, 2009).
61. See id.
agencies to support use of cutting-edge environmental technologies. The projects funded include Alabama’s replacement of gasoline and diesel buses with electric hybrids, Massachusetts’s construction of wind energy turbines, and Vancouver, Washington’s installation of solar panels at transit facilities. The Administration committed another $8 billion in funds under ARRA and an additional $1 billion per year for five years to create high speed rail lines interconnecting U.S. cities. To ensure that this rail project results in jobs, the Administration obtained commitments from more than thirty domestic and foreign rail manufacturers and suppliers that they will establish or expand operations in the United States if they are chosen by states or groups to construct these rail lines. The Administration also established a Livability Initiative, which is administered jointly by the Department of Transportation (DOT), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and the EPA. In its first round of financial incentives under this initiative in December 2009, the Administration announced the availability of $280 million to support urban circulator projects such as buses, bus facilities, and streetcars.

C. Energy Production and Consumption

President Obama’s campaign promises and, since taking office, his work with respect to energy production and consumption have focused on a two-pronged strategy: (1) improvements in efficiency and infrastructure coupled with (2) development of cleaner energy technologies. Regarding his first goal, he pledged during the campaign to reduce electricity demand 15% by 2020 through improving the efficiency of new buildings by 50% and of existing buildings by 25% (with even more ambitious targets for federal buildings). He stated a longer-term goal of all new buildings being carbon neutral by 2030. To help states and localities achieve greater

65. See id.
69. See id.
70. See New Energy for America, supra note 36.
71. See Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40; New Energy for America, supra note
building efficiency, he proposed establishing a competitive grant and federal matching program to create incentives for building codes with greater efficiency requirements and increasing federal funds to support the weatherization of at least one million low-income households per year. In addition to these building improvements, President Obama also committed to overhauling appliance efficiency standards.\(^7\)

With respect to infrastructure, President Obama promised to pursue a transformation of the national utility grid in partnership with states and utilities “to enable a tremendous increase in renewable generation and accommodate 21st century energy requirements, such as reliability, smart metering and distributed storage,” with a particular focus on “the most vulnerable and congested urban and rural areas where significant renewable energy sources are located.”\(^7\) He proposed to accomplish this in part through flipping the incentives for utilities from increasing total energy consumption to improving energy efficiency. In addition, he announced plans to establish a Grid Modernization Commission to facilitate adoption of Smart Grid practices across the country, supported through a DOE Smart Grid Investment Matching Grant Program that would reimburse one-fourth of qualifying Smart Grid investments, conduct deployment programs, and create demonstration projects.\(^7\)

The Obama Administration has made significant progress on these efficiency goals. The ARRA provided $5 billion for low-income weatherization programs (including $1,500 in tax breaks), $4.5 billion to green federal buildings, and $6.3 billion for state and local renewable energy and energy efficiency efforts, which included the $3.2 billion Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) Program.\(^7\) The Department of Energy announced in January 2011 that states are at the half-way point of meeting the Obama Administration’s goals for weatherizing low-income homes, with over 300,000 of these homes weatherized thus far. These households are reducing their energy consumption by 35% and saving $400/year on their heating bills. The Obama Administration claims that the weatherization of 300,000 homes will save $161 million in energy costs during the first year. The Act also included an $11 billion investment to update the energy grid.\(^7\)

---

72. See Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40; New Energy for America, supra note 36.
73. Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.
74. See New Energy for America, supra note 36.
On the administrative front, the DOE has issued final rules to increase efficiency standards for more than twenty household and commercial products, including kitchen and laundry appliances, water heaters, and light bulbs, and has proposed rules on residential refrigerators and freezers.\textsuperscript{77} The Government Services Administration (GSA) has also established the GreenGov Supply Chain Partnership, in which participating suppliers pledge to report greenhouse gas emissions with the goal of reducing waste and pollution in the federal supply chain.\textsuperscript{78}

With respect to the second goal of developing cleaner technologies, President Obama pledged during the campaign to invest $150 billion over ten years to support advanced energy technologies and to double federal science and research funding for clean energy projects.\textsuperscript{79} He also proposed the establishment of a Clean Technologies Venture Capital Fund that would partner with existing investment funds and the National Laboratories to help move promising technologies from the lab to commercial production. In addition, his plan included establishing a federal grant program that would allocate $1 billion in federal money per year to the states to support local manufacturers' efforts to modernize and produce new advanced clean technology.\textsuperscript{80}

President Obama's campaign commitments in this area emphasized renewable energy in particular. He committed to establishing a renewable portfolio standard that would require 10% of U.S. electricity consumption to be derived from renewable sources—such as solar, wind, and geothermal—by 2012, increasing to 25% by 2025, which he planned to achieve in part by extending the federal Production Tax Credit for five years.\textsuperscript{81} He also pledged that at least 30% of the federal government's electricity will come from renewable sources by 2020.\textsuperscript{82} In addition, he committed to incentivizing private sector investment in zero-carbon coal facilities through proposed DOE public-private partnerships to develop five commercial scale coal plants using carbon capture and sequestration technology.\textsuperscript{83}


\textsuperscript{79} Some of this investment focuses on motor vehicles and fuels, but it also includes a significant focus on energy production and consumption involving power plants. See New Energy for America, supra note 36; Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.

\textsuperscript{80} See New Energy for America, supra note 36.

\textsuperscript{81} See id.

\textsuperscript{82} See Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.

\textsuperscript{83} See id.; New Energy for America, supra note 36.
The Obama Administration has made significant progress on cleaner technology development, primarily through the ARRA paired with DOE efforts, and President Obama recommitted to these goals in his 2011 State of the Union address’s proposal that 80% of the nation’s energy come from clean sources by 2035. The ARRA includes a ten-year, $75 billion commitment to make the Research and Experimentation Tax Credit permanent, and an approximately $75 billion investment in renewables through allowing wind producers to access the investment tax credit. The Act also provides for $39 billion in energy investments at the DOE and $20 billion in tax incentives for clean energy. These investments include (1) the establishment of an advanced research agency for energy, which will be modeled after the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency which developed the Internet; (2) support for Energy Frontier Research Centers, which are working to develop improved energy storage, super-efficient engines, and cheaper solar cells; (3) funds for the above-discussed support for battery development; and (4) provision of $1.2 billion towards research infrastructure in the DOE’s national labs. In addition, the Department of Agriculture is working with dairy farmers on a manure-to-energy initiative. President Obama’s proposed 2012 budget aims to build on these efforts, with its commitment to over $8 billion clean energy research and development.

The DOI and DOE are working collaboratively to create an offshore wind industry capable of producing 20% of the nation’s energy and to support the growth of other renewable energy production. The Department of Interior (DOI) is engaging in a major initiative on the production, development, and delivery of renewable energy pursuant to a Secretarial order. This initiative includes the establishment of an energy and climate

84. 2011 State of the Union, supra note 15.
change task force which is working through each of the bureaus to identify specific zones on public lands appropriate for large-scale production of solar, wind, geothermal, and biomass energy and the expediting of renewable energy project permitting. The DOI is also focused on expanding renewable energy development on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf in partnership with relevant states, localities, and tribal governments, exploring carbon storage and sequestration possibilities, and crafting a coordinated strategy to address climate change impacts on land, water, wildlife, cultural heritage, and tribal resources. The DOI has approved the controversial offshore wind farm off the coast of Cape Cod, nine commercial-scale solar energy projects on solar lands, and other wind and geothermal projects. The DOE and DOE are also in the process of identifying public land suited for large-scale solar energy production, and establishing right-of-way authorization for private developers to allow solar projects to proceed on them.

The Obama Administration is pairing these efforts to foster efficiency and renewable energy development with CAA mandates that push major industrial emitters to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. In February 2010, in response to political pressure regarding the economic impact of planned mandates, the EPA modified its plans to slow down this process,


but maintained a clear commitment to moving ahead. Administrator Jackson indicated that while no stationary source would be required to get a CAA permit for its greenhouse gas emissions in 2010, the EPA would begin to phase in this permitting for large stationary sources in 2011 and for the smallest sources after 2016. In May 2010, the EPA began this process by issuing a final rule that establishes threshold greenhouse gas permit requirements for new and existing power plants, refineries, and other major industrial emitters under the New Source Review Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title V. These thresholds help to ensure that only the most significant emitters, which produce 70% of stationary source greenhouse gas emissions, are covered under the rule; they tailor the permitting process to make it appropriate for greenhouse gases and to prevent overburdening smaller emitters and state regulators. The EPA engaged in additional rulemaking in December 2010 to refine these requirements further and account for the varying regulatory conditions in different states. It also announced a settlement of two additional climate change lawsuits that is resulting in the EPA’s establishment of a schedule for promulgating National Source Performance Standards for greenhouse gas emissions by power plans and refineries.

D. Green Jobs

Beyond proposing investments in green industry which aim to add jobs to the economy, President Obama’s campaign made specific pledges regarding training and transition programs aimed at green jobs. He promised to incorporate green technologies training, including advanced manufacturing and weatherization training, into federal workforce training programs. He also proposed green jobs programs focused on disconnected and disadvantaged youth and on Veterans. The Green Job Corps would provide participating youth with service projects focused on improving the energy conservation of homes and other buildings in their communities,

96. See New Energy for America, supra note 36; Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.
97. See New Energy for America, supra note 36; Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.
involve private sector employers and unions in establishing apprenticeship opportunities, and work with the proposed Energy Corps to help participants find postprogram jobs. The Green Vet Initiative would provide counseling and job placement, as well as work with industry partners to create career opportunities and educational programs in this area.

President Obama continues to promote job creation through clean energy, including in his 2011 State of the Union address, and has worked to operationalize that commitment. The White House announced in January 2010 that ARRA’s clean energy provisions have already saved or created 63,000 jobs. Much debate (often partisan) is taking place about how successful job creation has been and the limits on the Obama Administration’s capacity to create clean energy jobs without greater Congressional support. However, a February 2011 report that breaks down and totals “green job” creation by sector estimates that 997,000 total jobs had been created by these ARRA initiatives by the end of 2010.

Under ARRA, the Obama Administration has invested $600 million in these green job training programs, including Department of Labor grants of $150 million through a Pathways Out of Poverty effort targeting disadvantaged populations, of which nearly $55 million specifically targeted underserved communities and $28 million focused on communities impacted by auto industry restructuring. These jobs provide opportuni-

---

98. See Promoting a Healthy Environment, supra note 40.
99. See New Energy for America, supra note 365.
103. See Energy & Environment, supra note 16.
ties for skilled laborers to install efficient heating and cooling systems and windows, to retrofit homes to make them more energy efficient, and to build and install solar panels, wind turbines, and other clean energy technology. The weatherization programs in particular are employing 15,000 workers nation-wide.

In addition, on January 8, 2010, President Obama announced a clean manufacturing initiative, which awards $2.3 billion in tax credits to U.S. manufacturers of clean energy technologies such as wind turbines, solar panels, and innovative batteries. He predicted that this initiative would generate 17,000 jobs directly, and tens of thousands additional jobs through the roughly $5 billion more that the Administration plans to leverage in the private sector investments.

Finally, a number of federal agencies have been directly involved in the creation of jobs connected to the Obama Administration’s climate change initiatives. For example, the GSA sustainability initiative hired 500 business and created jobs in all 50 states. The Department of Commerce aims to create jobs in clean energy and technology by eliminating export barriers, accelerating patent applications, and providing grants to support renewable energy, energy efficiency, and environmentally sound building projects.

E. Legal Progress through and Limitations of Current Approaches

As the above Subparts make clear, President Obama has accomplished a great deal thus far on climate change and energy through a combination of ARRA funding measures and administrative action. In addition to the agency efforts described above, the Securities and Exchange Commission, which is an agency structured to be bipartisan and independent but which is often influenced by the Administration appointing its commissioners, voted in January 2010 to provide public companies with interpretive guidance on disclosing the business and legal impact of climate change as part of their mandatory disclosures.
However, the Obama Administration's progress has been limited significantly by his inability to achieve two major legislative and treaty goals. On the legislative front, President Obama pledged during his campaign to support an economy-wide cap-and-trade system to reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050. Although his Administration has made many efforts to get this legislation through since taking office, the failure to achieve that goal combined with the mid-term elections shifted the focus to broader energy legislation and questions about the extent to which the upcoming annual U.S. government budgets would support clean energy initiatives.

Regarding international efforts, President Obama's campaign promised to reverse the Bush Administration's approach, and specifically to reengage with the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change efforts and to invigorate the Major Economies effort. His campaign also proposed the creation of a Global Energy Forum comprised of the world's most significant developed and developing energy consuming nations, following the G8+5 model, to complement the UNFCCC process. President Obama's campaign further proposed domestic efforts to assist with global emissions reduction, such as the establishment of a DOE Technology Transfer Program focused on exporting energy efficient technologies to developing countries and greater emphasis on sustainable forest management.

The Obama Administration thus far has constructively engaged with the UNFCCC process, as promised, but unfortunately, its leadership has not resulted in significant progress in the negotiations. While President Obama's efforts at the Copenhagen meeting helped lead to the Copenhagen Accord, which averted major failure, the state parties only took note of the accord, rather than adopting it, and the agreement's voluntary commitments represent a quite limited step forward. Those limitations have been highlighted by commitments under the Accord which are generally contingent on action by other nations, and in the case of the United States,
also contingent on federal legislation passing. Moreover, when Yvo de Boer resigned in February 2010 as Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC following the Copenhagen negotiations, a move that reportedly arose from his frustrations with the slow pace and difficulties of nation-state negotiations, he highlighted his belief that “while governments provide the necessary policy framework, the real solutions must come from business.”

The United States also participated constructively in the Cancun negotiations, where many fewer heads of state were present, but those negotiations merely resulted in limited progress in operationalizing commitments on discrete issues.

The Obama Administration has made additional progress, however, through other international efforts. In July 2009, President Obama convened the Major Economies Forum on Energy and Climate, as promised, which resulted in a declaration of shared values and goals. President Obama also met with the G-8 in July 2009 to address the “interlinked challenges of the economic crisis, trade, climate change, and development.” In addition, the United States spearheaded a September 2009 agreement among the G-20 countries to phase out fossil fuel subsidies, which the partially overlapping Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries also agreed to in November 2009. In November 2010, the G-20 countries recommitted to that phase out, which some of them have already begun taking steps to achieve.

The Obama Administration also has been involved in numerous multilateral efforts on more specific issues, such as the greening of motor vehi-

---

118. See Romano & Burleson, supra note 1.
cles on which this Article focuses. These targeted efforts, many of which predate the Obama Administration, function separately from, but in tandem with, the international climate regime and other international agreements on climate change. For example, the United States has long engaged in information exchange through a number of multilateral initiatives under the International Energy Agency, an international organization that serves as an energy advisor to twenty-eight member countries, and has implemented agreements on advanced fuel cells, advanced materials for transportation, advanced motor fuels, and hybrid and electric vehicles.\footnote{See About the IEA, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, http://www.iea.org/about/index.asp (last visited Jan. 10, 2011); Advanced Fuel Cells, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, http://www.iea.org/techno/iaresults.asp?id_ia=1 (last visited Jan. 10, 2011); Advanced Materials for Transportation, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, http://www.iea.org/techno/iaresults.asp?id_ia=2 (last visited Jan. 10, 2011); Advanced Motor Fuels, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, http://www.iea.org/techno/iaresults.asp?id_ia=3 (last visited Jan. 10, 2011); Implementing Agreement on Hybrid and Electric Vehicles, INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, http://www.ieahev.org/about.html (last visited Jan. 10, 2011).} Similarly, the United States participates in the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), which was formed in 2010 and includes thirty regulators and policymakers from the ten largest motor vehicle markets, together representing 85\% of the world’s total new car and truck sales. In January 2010, the ICCT passed the Athens Resolution, a document that focused not only on motor vehicle technology, but also on changing the ways in which vehicles are used, with a specific focus on land-use planning.\footnote{See Athens Resolution, supra note 10.} In March 2011, the United States joined the International Renewable Energy Agency, which works to promote increased adoption and development of renewable energy technologies.\footnote{See Press Release, Dept. of State office of the Spokesman, The United States Joins the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) (Mar. 4, 2011, available at http://www.state.gov/ t/tpa/prs/ps/2011/03/157728.htm; Vision and Mission of the IRENA, International Renewable Energy Agency, available at http://www.irena.org/Document Downloads/aboutIrena/IRENA_VisionandMission_Ansichtsexemplar.pdf (last visited Mar. 10, 2011).}

This region of the world also has made new agreements on climate change since President Obama took office. In April 2009, the Fifth Summit of the Americas established the Energy and Climate Partnership of the Americas, which encourages multi-country initiatives on these issues. The United States has contributed over $60 million to this partnership thus far.\footnote{See ECPA Status Report, U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY, U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, 2 (Feb. 2011), available at http://www.ecpameericas.org/files/news/ECPA_Status_Report_2011_0201_eng.pdf.} The United States, Canada, and Mexico then issued the North American Leaders’ Declaration on Climate Change and Clean Energy in August 2009. This tri-lateral agreement includes exchanging information on mitigation and adaptation, creating common goals, and collaborating in the development of low-carbon energy infrastructure and multi-level adaptation planning.\footnote{See Press Release, White House Office of the Press Secretary, North American Leaders’
The Obama Administration has supplemented these multilateral regional agreements with bilateral agreements with Mexico and Canada. In April 2009, President Obama agreed upon a Bilateral Framework on Clean Energy and Climate Change with Mexico which focuses upon “renewable energy, energy efficiency, adaptation, market mechanisms, forestry and land use, green jobs, low carbon energy technology development and capacity building.” The framework also builds upon cooperation in the border region by promoting efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to adapt to the impact of climate change locally. In addition, it works to “strengthen the reliability and flow of cross border electricity grids and [to facilitate] the ability of neighboring border states to work together to strengthen energy trade.” The United States and Canada established the U.S.-Canada Clean Energy Dialogue in February 2009, which focuses on developing more efficient cross-border energy networks, expanding clean energy research and development, and developing and deploying carbon capture and storage technology.

The United States has entered additional bilateral climate change and clean energy agreements under President Obama with developing country major emitters. For example, in November 2009, the United States and China launched a U.S.-China Electric Vehicles Initiative which includes demonstration projects in more than twelve cities, and in January 2011, Presidents Obama and Hu Jintao announced plans for a $150 million joint research center on clean energy. The United States and India established a Green Partnership in November 2009, which provides for greater bilateral cooperation on clean energy, climate change, and food security. The partnership also strengthens and expands the country’s preexisting U.S.-India Partnership to Advance Clean Energy, which among other initia-


129. See id.
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tives, includes a public-private effort between U.S. and Indian companies to improve commercial building efficiency.\textsuperscript{133} In November 2010, the United States and Indonesia expanded their partnership to address climate change and energy issues, with commitments to collaborating on renewable energy development, climate change monitoring, adaptation, and mitigation. As part of these commitments, the United States committed $136 million to reducing deforestation threats and promoting marine ecosystem adaptation.\textsuperscript{134} In addition to making progress with these developing country major emitters, the United States signed a March 2011 memorandum of understanding with Poland regarding collaboration on clean energy technology.\textsuperscript{135}

Although the Obama Administration's relationships with smaller-scale entities, like cities, states, regions, and tribes, have gone more smoothly than its legislative and UNFCCC treaty efforts, they also pose significant challenges for comprehensive climate change policy. The Obama Administration has established innovative cooperative interactions with states and cities, as well as key corporate actors, to make policy progress. The process it used to craft the National Program on motor vehicles greenhouse gas emissions is emblematic of this approach; the Administration engaged both subnational actors and relevant corporations in its decision-making process and, through that inclusion, reached a compromise standard.\textsuperscript{136} The EPA likewise has created a clean energy leadership group, which includes key state regulators and corporate executives, to develop a National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency. That group is identifying barriers to energy efficiency and working to remove them, with the goal of cost-effective energy efficiency by 2025.\textsuperscript{137}

Although these efforts represent an important inclusion of key public and private actors, their results often take the form of traditional, top-down mandates with greater buy-in. For example, in the motor vehicles context, the National Program, while developed in an innovative fashion,


\textsuperscript{136} See Waiver Denial Letter, supra note 8 and accompanying text.

contains mandates that these actors have to follow. Similarly, cities, states, and tribes have participated in the Obama Administration’s dynamic green growth incentive programs largely through trying to get their proposals accepted so that the money flows to them. Moreover, the extensive efforts by national and international coalitions of localities, states, and provinces are often not integrated into those of the nation-states. As noted above, for example, subnational governments, including many in the United States, met at Copenhagen, but separately from the main meetings, forming agreements that were not coordinated with the Copenhagen Accord. Within the United States, smaller-scale coalitions abound, particularly with respect to land-use planning aimed at reducing emissions from motor vehicles and from energy production and consumption, but their efforts often remain separate from the Obama Administration’s national-level initiatives described above.

The complex interactions between and among governments around the world at an international level, other branches of government at a national level, and multiple governmental entities at subnational levels—all of which also interact with nongovernmental organizations, corporations, international organizations, and private individuals—pose an ongoing governance challenge for the Obama Administration. It has effectively used the entities under its control, as well as the recovery-focused legislation which made it through Congress early in its administration, but its overall progress on the problem depends on its ongoing strategies for dealing with these many interested actors. Although some of these strategies will simply involve navigating difficult politics, the Administration also needs a more effective ongoing approach for addressing these complexities of multiscalar governance. The Parts that follow explore these issues in depth.

138. See supra note 8 and accompanying text.
140. See supra note 6 and accompanying text.
141. For examples of the many municipal initiatives taking place, see the compilation provided by Columbia Law School, Municipal Climate Change Laws Resource Center, CENTER FOR CLIMATE CHANGE LAW, http://www.law.columbia.edu/ centers/climate change/ resources/ municipal.
142. I traced these dilemmas of scale with respect to climate change in Osofsky, Is Climate Change “International”? supra note 5. For a thoughtful exploration of complex scale issues that arise with respect to international and transnational environmental problems more broadly, which includes analysis of climate change as a global-global problem, see Bradley Karkkainen, Marine Ecosystem Management & a “Post-Sovereign” Transboundary Governance, 6 SAN DIEGO INT’L L.J. 113 (2004).
This Part proposes a taxonomy for understanding and crafting diagonal regulatory approaches as strategies to engage the multiscalar nature of climate change law and policy described in Part II. These crosscutting strategies take a wide variety of forms, and this taxonomy provides a lens through which this variation among approaches over time can be better understood. Specifically, the Part considers four dimensions in which diagonal regulation can vary: (1) scale (large v. small); (2) axis (horizontal v. vertical); (3) hierarchy (top-down v. bottom-up); and (4) cooperativeness (cooperation v. conflict). It looks at the nature, as well as advantages and disadvantages, of approaches that are skewed with respect to one or more of these dimensions.

The Part focuses on these particular dimensions as core ways in which diagonal approaches converge and diverge. The first dimension, scale, captures the way in which climate change law spans interacting levels of government, and provides an opportunity for considering the varying roles that entities at different levels play. The second dimension, axis, engages the diagonal interaction itself, and the ways in which horizontal or vertical interactions predominate many regulatory schemes. The third dimension, hierarchy, considers the direction of the vertical interactions, and the extent to which the smaller-scale or larger-scale actors drive the dynamics. Finally, the fourth dimension, cooperativeness, analyzes the mix of cooperative and conflictual behavior taking place within existing diagonal regulatory schemes.
In highlighting these aspects of diagonal regulatory approaches, the taxonomy contributes to a law and geography understanding of climate change regulation; specifically, it serves as a tool for mapping changing dynamics over time. Such a map is first and foremost quite literal. One can spatialize diagonal dynamics by plotting the interactions and their evolution on a four-dimensional grid which includes the above elements. But the taxonomy also provides a more conceptual map of crosscutting regulation by identifying overlapping but distinct categories which interact to create diagonal strategies. This framing moves beyond simply acknowledging simultaneous vertical and horizontal dynamics to treating those dynamics as multidimensional.143

In so doing, the taxonomy builds upon my preceding companion piece, Is Climate Change International?: Litigation’s Diagonal Regulatory Role.144 In that article, I argue for climate change as a multiscalar regulatory problem and analyze climate change litigation as debating the appropriate scale for regulation. Based on the consistent dynamics in that litigation, the article draws from transnational legal process145 and geographic network theory,146 with additional grounding in dynamic federalism147 and new governance theory,148 to begin to sketch a vision for diagonal regula-


144. See Osofsky, “Is Climate Change International”?, supra note 5.


147. For further discussion of dynamic federalism, see infra notes 153–59, 172–73, 197–201, 222–228 & 268–69.
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tory thinking which integrates the complex set of scales and actors that effective climate regulation demands.\textsuperscript{149} That piece does not yet, however, delve deeply into what operationalizing diagonal approaches would entail in a broader climate change policy context.

This Article's multidimensional approach provides that fuller framework and practical application, which together have the potential to help scholars and policymakers think through these problems better. The following two Parts illustrate the value of the taxonomy in evaluating regulatory approaches to climate change policy. Specifically, the taxonomy provides a mechanism for rethinking current approaches and assessing whether they are structured in an appropriate fashion.

The taxonomy also has broader conceptual value in helping to reframe the environmental federalism literature, a topic which is beyond the scope of this Article but which will be the focus of my next article in this series. Namely, as discussed in the Conclusion, the four dimensions of the taxonomy also represent four areas of debate within the federalism literature, and breaking down the scholarly debates in this way provides a means for assessing them and reconstituting them.\textsuperscript{150}

For the purposes of this Article, I argue that the taxonomy can serve as a tool for the Obama Administration to rethink its multiscalar regulatory approaches to climate change and energy. To that end, this Part and the one that follows use the example of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation to demonstrate how the taxonomy can assist in breaking down regulatory interactions in order to map possibilities for future policy steps. This Part, in particular, builds upon Part II's overview of the Obama Administration's approach to climate change and energy policy by focusing on one of that policy's three prongs—motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions reduction—and situating the Administration's initiatives in the broader context of smaller-scale and nongovernmental efforts. This Part argues that current approaches to what cars we drive align differently within the four dimensions than current approaches to how we drive those cars. These differences provide opportunities to evaluate the appropriateness of current and potential diagonal approaches, an evaluation that is the focus of Part IV.


\textsuperscript{150} See infra Part V; Osofsky, \textit{Multidimensional Environmental Federalism}, supra note 11.
A. Predominant Scale

Existing diagonal approaches to motor vehicle emissions regulation tend to skew towards the large- or small-scale regulatory levels. The large-scale versions involve regulatory arrangements dominated by international or national actors, while the small-scale versions focus on subnational actors. The Obama Administration's efforts to improve upon motor vehicle technology and fuels (what cars we drive) tend to be predominantly large-scale. For example, the Obama Administration's National Program to address greenhouse gas emissions and fuel economy in new vehicles through joint agency rulemaking is predominantly large-scale (federal), although it exists in coordination with state motor vehicle emissions regulations, specifically aiming to harmonize over time with California's more stringent approach.\(^{151}\) In contrast, although its broader transportation policy is also generated at the federal level, the Obama Administration's initiatives form a much smaller portion of efforts to address the way in which cars are driven. State and local land-use planning dominate those efforts. Specifically, coalitions of states and cities focused on reducing vehicle miles traveled through local land-use planning work primarily at smaller-scales, but are in dialogue with federal vehicle miles traveled reduction efforts, especially through lobbying the federal government and responding to its financial incentive programs.\(^{152}\)


152. For example, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, which is collaborating among its members on climate change and transportation, is also urging the federal government, specifically the President and Congress, to empower localities, presumably through legislative and administrative provisions, to help determine federal energy resource allocation. Manuel A. (Manny) Diaz, President, United States Conference of Mayors, National Action Agenda on Environment and Energy for the Next President of the United States (Oct. 2, 2008), available at http://www.usmayors.org/maf/documents/20090105-environment.pdf [hereinafter Open Letter].
Dynamic environmental federalism scholarship analyzes a number of issues that arise in this first dimension of scale. Some of this literature focuses on how to incorporate the smallest or largest levels of governance into the traditional federal-state conversation. In the climate change context, the smaller-scale conversation typically focuses on how subnational entities, such as cities or states, should be integrated into national and international management of the problem. Kirsten Engel, David Hodas, Alice Kaswan, and Barry Rabe, for instance, are among the scholars who have explored questions of state and local climate change regulation as part of dynamic federalism analyses.153 Sarah Krakoff has looked even smaller, to consider sublocal activities, and Michael Vandenbergh, Jack Barkenbus, and Jonathan Gilligan even smaller than that, to focus on multiscalar regulatory actions directed at individuals and households.154 The larger-scale conversation, on the other hand, generally analyzes how federalism schemes should take globalization into account. Tseming Yang and Robert Percival, as well as Robert Ahdieh, among many others, have grappled with these questions in different variations.155

Some scholars have also examined the full range of the scale issue. For instance, Judith Resnik’s work has analyzed the way in which the local and international interact in a climate change federalism model.156


Douglas Kysar and Bernadette Meyler have used California’s internationalist approach to climate change as a lens through which to examine constitutional limits on state foreign affairs activities. Dan Farber has argued for a bifurcated approach to the constitutional authority of states to allow for more effective multiscalar climate change regulation, and Richard Stewart has argued for a plural architecture for climate regulation that allows for multiple regulatory systems. Together, this scholarship makes the important contribution of reinforcing the way in which an expanded scalar dialogue, which ranges from the individual to the international, enriches the federalism conversation, especially for problems like climate change that interact at every level.

The Obama Administration’s process for developing its greenhouse gas motor vehicles emissions regulation involves the broad scalar range described in this dynamic environmental federalism scholarship. Although the Obama Administration’s efforts on motor vehicle emissions tend to be predominantly federal, the extent of the skew evolves over time through the Administration’s interactions with key actors at multiple scales. For instance, although Obama’s National Program is a predominantly large-scale effort to set motor vehicle tailpipe emissions, it emerged in the context of the dispute between the Bush Administration and the states wishing to follow California’s heightened emissions standards. These states have been the primary regulatory drivers with respect to motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions, and even with the harmonization under the Obama Administration’s plan, California and the states following its approach will exceed federal standards for a period of time. Thus, the standards will become increasingly large-scale as the federal government and leader states harmonize over the next few years.

Predominantly large-scale regulatory strategies have the advantages of creating uniformity and of catering to widespread presumptions about the appropriate scale for climate regulation. As I have discussed in depth in the preceding companion article, those seeking to block smaller-scale climate regulation often argue that climate change is a global problem requiring large-scale solutions. Diagonal approaches dominated by nation-
states and international entities would be more likely to satisfy those who view that level of regulation as more appropriate, and, as a result, may face less opposition. The automobile manufacturers' willingness to sign on to and to continue to support the further development of the Obama Administration's National Program for motor vehicles emissions exemplifies this phenomenon, as they would prefer to have a uniform, national standard for their industry rather than state-by-state variation. Moreover, additional large-scale efforts would fit the scale of the Obama Administration's current and planned efforts on climate change, many of which focus on the federal or international scale. For instance, the Obama Administration's efforts at climate change treaty negotiations, involvement in international agreements on green motor vehicle technology and transportation, frequent presidential and agency actions, and support for legislation largely occur at the national or international level.

At the other end of the scale spectrum, because a number of U.S. states and cities have been well ahead of federal regulatory efforts, especially during the Bush Administration, coalitions exist to expand predominantly small-scale diagonal regulation that includes these states and cities as leaders, especially with respect to how motor vehicles are driven. Many states and localities have been collaborating nationally and internationally, which creates opportunities for them to connect their efforts to larger-scale actors in a more diagonal structure. For instance, the U.S. Conference


163. For a discussion of the scale of current Obama Administration efforts, see supra Part II.E.

of Mayors has urged the federal government to "empower local elected officials, especially in metropolitan areas, to make the decisions on how federal transportation resources are invested, a shift this [sic] is especially crucial to change energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions in this sector."¹⁶⁵

The existence of active small-scale governmental initiatives, however, also poses a challenge for the Obama Administration. As the Administration augments national and international efforts, questions have and will consistently arise about whether these new developments should preempt state and local law and policy.¹⁶⁶ Although thus far the Obama Administration appears to recognize the value of limiting preemption¹⁶⁷ and supporting ongoing small-scale efforts—such as in the President’s rapid steps to have the EPA reconsider and then reverse California’s CAA waiver denial while harmonizing federal and California motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions standards¹⁶⁸—President Obama himself has acknowledged a concern about the piecemeal nature of the smaller-scale regulation implemented prior to effective federal action in that context.¹⁶⁹ Unless the Ad-

¹⁶⁵ Open Letter, supra note 152.

¹⁶⁶ See infra note 227 and accompanying text for an analysis of preemption in the context of climate change.

¹⁶⁷ See infra note 2065-206 and accompanying text.

¹⁶⁸ See supra notes 41 & 151 and accompanying text.

¹⁶⁹ For example, when announcing the reconsideration of the CAA waiver denial, President Obama stated:

"[T]he federal government must work with, not against, states to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. California has shown bold and bipartisan leadership through its effort to forge 21st century standards, and over a dozen states have followed its lead. But instead of serving as a partner, Washington stood in their way. This refusal to lead risks the creation of a confusing and patchwork set of standards that hurts the environment and the auto industry.

The days of Washington dragging its heels are over. My administration will not deny facts, we will be guided by them. We cannot afford to pass the buck or push the burden onto the states. And that's why I'm directing the Environmental Protection
Diagonal regulatory approaches tend to diverge not only in terms of how large- or small-scale their emphasis is, but also in the extent to which they focus on interconnecting key actors at a particular regulatory level or on creating interactions across levels. Predominantly horizontal regulation primarily involves collaboration within one or more levels, whereas predominantly vertical regulation focuses on interaction among levels, with minimal activity at any particular level. These categories may at times overlap with the predominantly small- or large-scale approaches, as they might be either top or bottom heavy. But they are distinct from the small- or large-scale approaches in that their focus is on which axis of the diagonal dominates rather than on which level of government dominates; for example, a predominantly horizontal coalition of entities working on climate change could be comprised of localities, states, or nations.

Agency to immediately review the denial of the California waiver request and determine the best way forward. This will help us create incentives to develop new energy that will make us less dependent on oil that endangers our security, our economy, and our planet.


170. For examples of the nuances of local efforts at climate regulation in Portland and Tulsa, see Osofsky & Levit, supra note 164.

171. See infra Part IV.
Dynamic federalism scholarship engages this dimension through in-depth analyses of the vertical and horizontal aspects of regulatory interactions. Since federalism concerns itself with questions of relationships among different levels of government, all federalism scholarship tends to be vertical in some sense. However, more dynamic approaches generally question traditional models of vertical relationships and argue for a more nuanced characterization of dynamics that may vary over time. J.B. Ruhl and James Salzman, for example, have developed an adaptive management model for complex environmental problems that brings dynamic federalism together with transgovernmental network and new governance theory.\(^\text{172}\) Horizontal federalism scholarship, which often contrasts itself with more traditional vertical federalism approaches, primarily involves analysis of the role that coalitions of subnational actors play in environmental regulation. For example, Noah Hall has explored the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Compact among eight Great Lakes states through a horizontal federalism lens, arguing that their cooperative horizontal federalism approach allows for flexibility while avoiding a race to the bottom.\(^\text{173}\)

Motor vehicle emissions regulation reflects this range of scholarly discussion through its skews along each axis in different contexts. Predominantly horizontal efforts tend to arise out of a group of entities operating at a particular level that form a larger-scale coalition. The Obama Administration’s initiatives on motor vehicle emissions that have significant horizontal dimensions involve other nation-states and the federal and state levels of U.S. government, but in different patterns. At the federal level, the Obama Administration interacts with other nation-states in international treaty negotiations, other multilateral forums, and bilateral negotiations, as described in Part II. While few of these negotiations have motor vehicle emissions as their primary focus, those emissions are part of the broader dialogues as one of the main sources of the U.S. greenhouse gas emissions being discussed.\(^\text{174}\) The Administration’s main horizontal interactions within the United States involve responding to judicial mandates, particularly Massachusetts v. EPA,\(^\text{175}\) and participating in the legislative process, including both its failed efforts to pass cap-and-trade legislation and its ongoing efforts to support clean energy.\(^\text{176}\) Its state-level efforts mix the
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two axes, as it works vertically to collaborate with coalitions of leader states on issues such as tailpipe emissions and miles-per-gallon standards.

However, an analysis of the horizontal axis centered on Obama Administration initiatives would be incomplete because smaller-scale entities are leading a wide range of other horizontal efforts, many of which focus on how cars are driven and involve the Obama Administration's efforts on motor vehicles less directly. Climate Communities, "a national coalition of cities and counties that is educating federal policymakers about the essential role of local governments in addressing climate change and promoting a strong local–federal partnership to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,"177 exemplifies this phenomenon. While the national coalition is not itself a regulator, Climate Communities is comprised of numerous smaller-scale regulatory entities. Its "Blueprint for President Obama and [the] 111th Congress,"178 produced together with the national branch of ICLEI (an international entity also known as Local Governments for Sustainability) at the start of the Obama Administration, for instance, envisioned a transformation of the U.S. national transportation strategy through both increasing federal resources and supporting local initiatives, including vehicle miles traveled reduction efforts.178 Although the creation of this national-scale entity and its efforts to influence policy at that level gives the collaboration a vertical dimension, it is dominated by interactions among the local governments.179

The Transportation and Climate Initiative, launched in October 2010 by eleven Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia and facilitated by the Georgetown Climate Center, a non-partisan center based at Georgetown Law, represents another variation of small-scale-driven horizontal collaboration. This initiative involves collaboration among state-level agency heads "to improve the efficiency of the transportation system, reduce roadway congestion, update public transport, address the challenges of vehicles miles traveled, reduce air pollution and energy use, and ensure that long-term development is sustainable and enhances quality of life in communities within their jurisdiction."180 The initiative’s strategic workplan explains that it will innovate through its comprehensive

examination of energy use across all segments of the transportation sector in order to "develop a comprehensive agenda for cost effectively reducing energy use to deliver greenhouse gas emissions reductions as well as economic benefits within the region."\textsuperscript{181} The group aims to make progress within each state, across the region, and through partnerships with relevant federal agencies. The Initiative thus grows out of horizontal relationships among state agency leaders, but aims to interact with and help to shape policy at multiple levels.

The efforts of Climate Communities and of the Transportation and Climate Initiative are predominantly horizontal and involve predominantly small-scale actors in their multi-level advocacy, but larger-scale, predominantly horizontal efforts on climate change beyond those of the federal government also exist. The local, state, and provincial efforts announced at the Copenhagen meeting are international-level horizontal agreements among subnational entities at different levels of government.\textsuperscript{182} Larger-scale variations upon this model beyond traditional treaty negotiations include nation-states collaborating with corporations at an international level, such as through the ongoing U.S. involvement in the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate.\textsuperscript{183}

The primary advantage of predominantly horizontal regulatory strategies is that they build upon commonalities in governance at particular levels of government. They can use existing coalitions of entities at one governmental level, and then add a vertical dimension into those collaborations. The above-described Climate Communities and Transportation and Climate Initiative represent possible small-scale variations upon this model; Climate Communities uses a coalition of localities to create a national entity and the Transportation and Climate Initiative includes state-agency heads from eleven Northeastern and mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia in coordinated state and region-level planning.\textsuperscript{184}

However, this ease of creation is offset by the limited vertical interaction that predominantly horizontal approaches involve. Because their vertical dimensions primarily arise from horizontal relationships, these diagonal regulatory efforts may not create the level of multiscalar interaction needed to help entities at different levels of government collaborate. For example, Climate Communities operates through high-level interaction among cities and counties, but primarily engages other levels of government in its advocacy initiatives;\textsuperscript{185} its efforts would need to be paired with other predominantly horizontal or vertical approaches to create a scheme
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Diagonal Federalism and Climate Change

with more overall integration that would have the capacity to address climate change more completely. Similarly, the Transportation and Climate Initiative acknowledges in its strategic plan the need to collaborate with federal agencies and stay abreast of federal legislative developments.186

Predominantly vertical regulatory strategies can also arise out of already-existing regulatory arrangements. For example, in the United States, the federalist system creates vertical arrangements among federal, state, and local governments. These arrangements—which, as discussed in the following Subpart, can include a mix of top-down and bottom-up interactions—often become implicated in the climate change context. Under the Clinton Administration, for instance, the EPA created a program to fund states developing climate regulation plans.187 Under the Bush Administration, California requested a CAA waiver—the denial of which became symbolic of an approach to climate policy that the Obama Administration swiftly repudiated by granting the waiver—to pursue more stringent state-level regulation of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions.188 The current Obama Administration approaches to motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation generally have vertical dimensions, and range from regulations that are predominantly vertical to those that are more mixed vertical-horizontal. The Administration’s DOE block grant program for states, territories, tribes, and localities exemplifies the largely vertical approach because it gives financial incentives to smaller-scale governmental entities, whereas its National Program, as described above, includes a significant horizontal dimension through the involvement of coalitions of states.189

Like the predominantly horizontal strategies, predominantly vertical ones are easy to create, but risk insufficient interaction on the other—in this case, horizontal-axis. For example, the DOE block grant program promotes smaller-scale action, but does so in collaboration with specific participating governments rather than with the broader, existing state and local coalitions.190 In order to be fully crosscutting, regulatory approaches should both build upon and foster interconnections within levels of government. For the Obama Administration to maximize interaction among key climate actors—which, this Article contends, makes overall climate regulation more cohesive and effective—it should formalize efforts to incorporate the other axis, either directly or through pairing predominantly
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horizontal with predominantly vertical programs. As described in more depth in Part IV, for example, the Obama Administration has many opportunities in the context of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation to involve smaller-scale government actors in deciding how to frame and distribute financial incentives. Such involvement ensures that those receiving funding to innovate also help to shape and coordinate those efforts to support the innovation, which creates a greater alignment between the federal and smaller-scale programs that has the potential to augment efficiency and effectiveness.

Moreover, the skews in this dimension, like the scalar ones, vary depending on whether one focuses on what cars we drive or how we drive them. Although horizontal coalitions of smaller-scale entities push for progress on both fronts, and have had a significant policy impact, the smaller-scale entities have more control over the second category because of the way in which regulatory authority is divided. The federal government is charged with implementation of the federal statutes that provide the basis for much of the technology-oriented motor vehicles emissions regulation, while state and local governments play a primary role in the land-use planning decisions that shape how people use their vehicles. For example, after participating in the process of crafting the National Program, the smaller-scale entities will ultimately be bound by its federal-level standards, which apply vertically. In contrast, even when in dialogue with or incentivized by the Obama Administration, states and localities still largely control the smaller-scale land-use planning and transportation initiatives which influence the way in which people use their cars. As discussed in depth in Part IV, these skews impact where the opportunities exist for the Obama Administration to pursue additional diagonal initiatives.

C. Predominant Direction of Hierarchy

---
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Because any diagonal scheme includes different levels of government, questions of hierarchy arise. The key focus for this dimension of diagonal regulation is the direction (from up-to-down or down-to-up) of the vertical component of the regulatory approach. Predominantly top-down approaches involve dictates from larger-scale entities to smaller-scale entities, whereas predominantly bottom-up approaches are driven by the subnational dictates. As with the first two categories, approaches to what vehicles we drive skew differently in this dimension than approaches to how we drive them—namely, the former tend to be much more top-down and the latter tend to be much more bottom-up, although both have top-down and bottom-up elements in the Obama Administration approach and other approaches. For example, mandates from the EPA or block grants from the DOE would typically be predominantly top-down, vertical, and large-scale in whichever administration implements them, whereas Climate Communities’ efforts are predominantly bottom-up, horizontal, and small-scale.

In grappling with this third dimension of hierarchy, dynamic federalism scholarship analyzes the need for both top-down and bottom-up dynamics in evolving, complex environmental regulatory contexts. For instance, Daniel Esty and William Buzbee, among others, have both argued for nuanced models of federal-state interaction that allow for policy approaches to vary based on contextual needs. Ann Carlson’s work on iterative federalism has looked at the interplay between state and federal actors in a series of relationships and argued that in the context of Clean Air Act waivers, the vertical regulatory direction varies over time in an iterative fashion. Tony Arnold has explored the complex top-down and bottom-up dynamics that frame land-use planning in the United States. In another variation outside of the environmental context, Robert Schapiro uses the metaphor of polyphony from music to argue that an interactive model of federalism, with ever shifting state-federal dynamics, should supplant the traditional dualist model.
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Scholars have also highlighted the opposite advantages and disadvantages of top-down and bottom-up regulatory strategies. Top-down approaches, such as setting a national-level motor vehicle emissions standard, have the benefit of avoiding divergence at smaller-scales, a much-discussed concern with bottom-up approaches. Specifically, they prevent piecemeal strategies that can cause leakage—movement from jurisdictions with more stringent regulations to jurisdictions with more lax regulations—and set clear expectations for corporations and others that have interests which crosscut jurisdictions. Also, as with the large-scale efforts, top-down approaches comport with traditional expectations about how a complex problem like climate change should be regulated. Beyond their immediate benefits, these advantages together help make such approaches more politically viable.

Conversely, top-down approaches, unless carefully structured, risk stifling the innovation and local knowledge that localities and states can provide. Even as the federal government moves swiftly under the Obama Administration to address climate change, its size prevents direct integration of the nuances and competencies of subnational regulations. Bottom-up efforts capture more easily the many divergences that are needed for smaller-scale actors to respond to local conditions without the rigidity and constraint that often accompany top-down mandates.

One of the primary ways in which the federal government addresses issues of hierarchy is through its approach to preemption. President Obama’s May 2009 memorandum to heads of executive departments and agencies reinforced that his Administration is departing significantly from the Bush Administration regarding preemption. The memorandum established that preemption had to be justified and that preambles to regulation should not attempt to establish preemption without accompanying regulatory language. This general approach to preemption creates more room for and protection of bottom-up regulatory efforts.

However, even with its policy on preemption, the Obama Administration still faces questions about both when preemption is appropriate and when to delegate more of its authority. For example, a number of current motor vehicle emissions reduction initiatives by smaller-scale governments, especially coalitions of localities, push the federal government to delegate more authority to cities and counties and to provide additional
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funding for locally-driven efforts. Moreover, these initiatives take place in the broader context of the iterative process that has led to the converging California and federal standards for tailpipe emissions and fuel efficiency. While the Obama Administration has been responsive to the need for local development of transportation solutions through its ARRA financial incentives programs, the federal government still controls that allocation of funds, rather than making the distribution in collaboration with coalitions of localities working on these issues.

Either top-down or bottom-up efforts, if carefully structured, can avoid the above pitfalls. Some top-down mandates include adequate flexibility to allow for smaller-scale innovation and tailoring, and some bottom-up efforts are sufficiently coordinated to address many of the critiques. For example, tandem top-down and bottom-up approaches, such as the Obama Administration’s simultaneous efforts on fuel standards and the CAA waiver, can incorporate both types of benefits. The key, either way, is an awareness of these benefits and limitations so that they can be addressed in an overall regulatory scheme. As discussed in more depth in Part IV, the Obama Administration should consider additional opportunities for building more movement in this dimension into its traditionally-structured top-down programs by bringing smaller-scale governmental coalitions into more of its transportation decision-making.

D. Predominant Level of Cooperativeness
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Finally, diagonal regulatory strategies are not necessarily cooperative. My preceding companion piece traces the way in which lawsuits over climate regulation, for example, serve as forces of diagonal integration.210 One of the smaller-scale case studies from that piece and developments since its publication demonstrate the mix of cooperation and conflict that encourages the land-use planning decisions needed to bring down greenhouse gas emissions, including those from motor vehicles.211 California and several nongovernmental organizations used California Environmental Quality Act claims to force San Bernardino County to regulate greenhouse gas emissions more explicitly.212 As the County settled the case in August 2007 in an agreement that included developing an emissions reduction plan,213 it launched “Green County San Bernardino,” a multiscalar environmental effort involving of individuals, companies, cities, other local government entities, and a neighboring county.214 In particular, “Green Valley Cities” is a cooperative venture with Riverside County to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through flexible local implementation; participating entities include not only cities, but also water districts and the Joint Powers Authority of a realigned Riverside County Air Force base.215

These collaborations include initiatives to promote green transportation in San Bernardino County. The County’s website advertises some preexisting initiatives, such as a two-decades-old commuter services program which rewards county employees for coordinating alternative commuting
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arrangements and a fleet management program focused on transitioning the county to alternative-fuel vehicles. But the website also focuses on efforts by car companies to install solar panels on their warehouses and provides resources to companies on telecommuting and to residents on alternative commuting, bicycle paths, and clean cars. The County supports these alternatives tangibly through collaborating with other Southern California counties in programs like CommuteSmart.info, which helps to connect commuters to ride-sharing options, provides free rides home for stuck ride-sharers, and advertises rebates and incentives for those who share rides. Thus, over time, a conflictual relationship between the county and the state has helped to produce a number of cooperative relationships among the county and other local governmental entities which include greening transportation further.

Cooperativeness, like the other dimensions, serves as just one factor in a regulatory scheme, and may vary at different stages. As I have described in depth in the preceding companion article, California’s waiver request and the EPA’s denial have formed a part of conflicts over the appropriate role of states in motor vehicle emissions regulation. However, the Obama Administration EPA’s reconsideration of both the granting of the waiver and the results thereof, in tandem with harmonization efforts with respect to fuel economy standards, have created a cooperative diagonal scheme. Recent federalism scholarship explores the complex mix of cooperation and conflict that arises in a variety of contexts, including with respect to climate change.

Cooperative federalism’s greatest advantage as a basis for climate change regulation is its ability to create coordinated multiscalar action in which each actor provides its unique contribution. A number of scholars and policymakers have taken significant steps to sketch a framework for cooperative action. They are exploring the nuances of how collaboration might work among specific entities in particular policy areas. This analysis makes clear that cooperative approaches, if crafted well, incentivize action while making room for innovation. For instance, a Center for Progressive Reform study by William Andreen and others presents how localities,
states, and the federal government can work together on this problem.\textsuperscript{222} Alice Kaswan has also published an interesting cooperative federalism proposal bringing together these three levels of government, and Holly Doremus and W. Michael Hanemann have argued that the Clean Air Act provides a cooperative federalism model that could be used in crafting effective climate change legislation.\textsuperscript{223} Some dynamic environmental approaches combine cooperative federalism with other theories. For example, Brad Karkkainen’s analysis of information-forcing environmental regulation brings together cooperative federalism and new governance approaches to consider how “[p]roperly structured, penalty default rules might be used to induce meaningful participation in locally devolved, place-based, collaborative, public-private hybrid, new governance institutions, aimed at integrated, adaptive, experimentalist management of watersheds and other institutions.”\textsuperscript{224} This particular combination of cooperative federalism and new governance approaches allows for innovative structures that encompass the multidimensionality of these problems.

However, other dynamic federalism scholars have questioned the extent to which cooperative models can capture the disagreement over climate change policy choices, and as a result, a stream of scholarship focusing on uncooperative federalism has emerged. This scholarship includes those directly terming their model “uncooperative,” such as Karen Bridges, Kirk Junker, and Jessica Bulman-Pozen and Heather Gerken.\textsuperscript{225} But the literature also contains work like that of Ann Carlson and Robert Schapiro, which incorporates conflict in the dynamics they highlight.\textsuperscript{226} In addition, some scholars, such as William Buzbee, Ann Carlson, Robert Glicksman and Richard Levy, Alexandra Klass, and Benjamin Sovacool have looked at these questions of cooperation and conflict in a preemption context, arguing for the important complementary role that state and local efforts and state court common law litigation play in the broader environmental regulatory picture.\textsuperscript{227} Overall, this scholarship dealing with the
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limits of cooperative models explores the way in which disagreement over time should be brought into a federalist regulatory scheme.

This scholarship on conflict within federalism highlights two potential difficulties facing cooperative schemes. First, conflict exists. As Robert Schapiro has noted, cooperative schemes may struggle at times to address differences adequately and to include all relevant actors.228 Certainly, in the U.S. climate change context, states have and continue to vary greatly in how they want to approach the problem, as represented by the states on both sides of Massachusetts v. EPA.229

Second, and at least as importantly, conflict has value. Regulatory schemes that include opportunities for dissent, such as through citizen suit provisions, can potentially incorporate divergent views more effectively, as well as make sure that pressure remains on policymakers to think through tough issues.230 In two recent high-profile examples of conflict over motor vehicle emissions regulation—Massachusetts v. EPA and the California CAA waiver dispute—the change in presidential administration during their ultimate resolution helped to shape more rigorous national approaches. These approaches will continue to evolve as the Obama Administration develops its regulatory approach more fully over time in collaboration with California and automobile companies and attempts to navigate the intense partisan politics of climate change.231 However, as these examples illustrate, the Obama Administration will often need a mix of cooperation and conflict in this evolution over time to achieve effective multiscalar climate regulation; the conflict helps to air differences and to create pressure for action, while the cooperation allows for coordination and collaboration.

In sum, an effective diagonal strategy could be developed further through a combination of approaches skewed in any of the four dimen-
ions. The key to creating the needed crosscutting interactions is to ensure that incentives for a variety of skews exist in a situationally appropriate fashion. Part IV examines what those incentives might be in the context of the Obama Administration's approach to motor vehicles regulation. It builds upon this Part's assessment of where skews lie in each of these dimensions to examine future possibilities for diagonal strategies in this area.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION'S APPROACH TO MOTOR VEHICLES GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

This Part analyzes the implications of the taxonomy's application to motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation for the Obama Administration's future policy choices. As noted previously, motor vehicle emissions regulation has two core pieces: what we drive and how we drive. Existing diagonal regulatory approaches focusing on what we drive tend to be more large-scale, vertical, and top-down with a mixture of cooperation and conflict, whereas those focusing on how we drive tend to be the opposite: more small-scale, horizontal, and bottom-up.

This difference likely reflects a divergence in how we envision these two regulatory projects, mainly because of the balance of corporate versus individual involvement needed for their implementation and because of the grounding of the latter one in smaller-scale land-use planning. Many of the regulations that impact what cars we drive directly affect the auto industry, and so the industry pushes for the larger-scale uniformity which it finds economically advantageous and efficient. Many of the regulations that impact consumer choices directly, but the auto industry more indirectly—such as the way city streets are organized or carpool incentives—tend to rely more on smaller-scale decision-making and local specifics. While the bifurcation is not complete because top-down programs rely upon diverse smaller-scale implementation and smaller-scale government has helped drive federal-level mandates, the existing motor vehicle regulation tends to have this divergence when viewed through the lens of the taxonomy. These tendencies point the way for future diagonal strategies, which this Part explores by analyzing approaches to what cars we drive, how we drive them, and motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions litigation.
A. Technology-Driven Standards and Incentives (Or, What Cars We Drive)

With regard to what we drive, as illustrated by the above diagram, the Obama Administration's approach primarily takes the form of top-down, national-level mandates and top-down, multiscalar financial incentives programs paired with international cooperation. Its National Program forces companies to invest in greener cars by setting combined emissions and efficiency standards that ramp up over time but is endorsed by these companies out of their desire for national uniformity. The various financial incentives programs, which are significantly funded through ARRA at this point, help foster corporate and smaller-scale governmental development of the technology needed to meet those standards in ways that fit specific contexts.

However, as discussed in depth above, these overall tendencies contain nuance. Neither its mandates nor its financial incentives are fully top-down because they involve opportunities for bottom-up input and involvement. For example, the Clean Air Act waiver system has allowed both coalitions of states to help drive more stringent federal standards and individual companies, cities, states, and tribes to develop the specific programs which the federal government funds. In addition, the larger international context in which the mandates and incentives take place helps to shape them, which results in another large-scale, horizontal component of the dynamics. As the United States collaborates with other key countries on motor vehicles, fuel technology, and transportation strategy, its national policies are influenced by the approaches and commitments of its nation-state collaborators.
United States and China on electric vehicles is spurring demonstration projects in a number of cities.  

Given this complex, but clearly skewed, backdrop that the taxonomy illuminates, this Section queries whether this imbalance is appropriate. These skews have their advantages, as the prior Part details. Large-scale, vertical, top-down approaches comport with many people's understanding of climate change as a large-scale problem, help to create certainty for corporations that allows for planning and efficient business choices, and prevent leakage among jurisdictions. Appropriate technology for vehicles and fuels should arguably be relatively uniform across jurisdictions, given the national and international markets for these products.

With full recognition of those advantages of current skews, this Part argues for the value of achieving more balance by involving smaller-scale actors in federal decision-making processes. It proposes methods for involvement which would achieve the benefits of locally-specific knowledge and innovation without undermining the advantages of the current skews. Even in the technology context, locally-specific resources, needs, and politics make some approaches more viable than others. For example, solar only works well in places which have enough sun, and wind power only works well in places which have enough wind. An electric car is most viable in states willing to invest in enough charging stations, and biofuels will be available without the monetary and emissions costs of transporting them in places where they are grown. Moreover, the specific people with the knowledge and skills to develop particular innovations, whether scientifically or in practical implementation, will vary from place to place. If there are ways to create large-scale certainty and consistency, but take the smaller-scale variation into account, our policies can gain fuller advantages in each dimension.

First and foremost, a major part of achieving this balance in the future is maintaining balancing efforts which already exist. To that end, the Obama Administration will need to decide how committed it is to preserving existing diagonals in the face of increasing preemption pressure. The Obama Administration has already constrained preemption in the Executive Branch through the President's May 2009 memorandum. As the National Program continues to develop, the Obama Administration has managed to maintain a cooperative rather than preemptive approach to
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obtaining uniformity. However, before climate change legislation failed, pressure existed, particularly from impacted companies, to make comprehensive federal climate change legislation highly preemptive. To the extent that some form of climate change or, more likely, clean energy legislation becomes politically viable, hard choices will again emerge about how preemptive those statutes should be. Advocates of significant preemption not only cite the need for corporate certainty and efficiency, but also argue that under an emerging cooperative comprehensive regime, significant opportunities for divergence are no longer needed.

Those favoring more limited preemption, on the other hand, typically focus on the historically and currently important role that provisions like the CAA waiver play in helping to drive stronger federal regulatory efforts. Analyzing these efforts through the lens of the taxonomy reinforces the argument against preemption by demonstrating the way in which these provisions allow for shifting skews in each dimension over time. Specifically, the shifts in skews over time create the iterative process that Ann Carlson has described in this context, which has helped to drive stronger federal regulation. This diagonal-enhancing quality of these provisions helps to make the overall regulatory approach more crosscutting and flexible, and the Obama Administration should not give in to pressure to make a comprehensive national program rigidly top-down.

Second, and in more of a shift from the status quo, the Obama Administration should explore options for greater involvement by smaller-scale government coalitions in the development of its financial incentives programs. While the current programs allow each individual, smaller-scale government to develop a locally-specific, innovative plan, they often do not provide sufficient opportunity for smaller-scale, horizontal collaboration and conflict to shape the overall contours of what it approves and how these projects develop over time. The Obama Administration's current traditional structure in most of its decisions regarding green motor vehicles technology—namely, the federal government assessing smaller-scale applications and approving some of them—only allows for those collaborative moments informally, or through specific efforts to connect related programs.

Accordingly, the Obama Administration should expand upon its current models to build more programs that involve innovative collaboration.
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For example, its approaches to crafting national programs in the motor vehicle and clean energy contexts—in which it brought together key subnational and corporate actors—might also work well with respect to financial incentives. The Administration might also expand upon these models by better including national organizations of smaller-scale governments in the decision-making. These entities—which have collective interests and so are unlikely to lobby for particular local projects—could be more involved in shaping the contours of financial incentives programs and the funding decisions that those programs entail.\textsuperscript{245} The Administration has the beginnings of such an approach in the DOE’s Clean Cities program, where the federal government is working with smaller-scale coalitions around the country, but even this project does not seem to integrate those coalitions into national-level decision-making.\textsuperscript{246} Such integration would not only make efforts to address what cars we drive less skewed within the taxonomy’s dimensions, but also create a funding and policymaking scheme that more effectively incorporates smaller-scale perspectives. Such perspectives are particularly useful in assessing the on-the-ground viability of specific technology and the types of consumer incentives which would be most effective in particular locales—assessments that should be incorporated into what the Obama Administration chooses to incentivize.

These suggestions regarding preemption and inclusiveness demonstrate the role that the taxonomy can play in shaping future policy regarding technology-driven approaches. While the taxonomy does not dictate any particular policy strategy, it does indicate where diagonal approaches skew. Although the Obama Administration may decide at times that such skews are appropriate, an awareness of them can help to motivate a more balanced approach overall. Specifically, since approaches to what cars we drive tend to be skewed so heavily, particularly with respect to the first three dimensions—they are largely large-scale, vertical, and top-down—the Obama Administration should be particularly alert to the repercussions of policy changes on those skews. It should give careful scrutiny to proposed preemption of current opportunities for smaller-scale divergence and
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seek ways of better involving smaller-scale coalitions' perspectives in its financial incentives for alternative vehicles technology.

**B. Land-Use and Transportation Planning (Or, How We Drive Our Cars)**

With respect to how we drive, as illustrated by the above diagram, policy efforts skew oppositely than they do with respect to what we drive. Specifically, although the Obama Administration, by virtue of its position-ality, still primarily uses top-down mandates and financial incentives, the bulk of legal efforts regarding how we drive are generated and controlled by smaller-scale government due to the structure of land-use planning law in the United States. In practical terms, this structure means that many of the most important diagonal regulatory efforts regarding how we drive in our communities are not those connected with the Obama Administration’s federal programs, but rather small-scale, bottom-up, horizontal initiatives among state and local governments.247

As with the previous regulatory category, these trends contain nuance because efforts to influence how we drive have different emphases at larger and smaller-scales. The Obama Administration’s large-scale, vertical, top-down efforts, as described above in Part II.B, focus primarily on re-working national transportation policy and infrastructure and on incentivizing innovative state and local programs. For example, it is aiming to link more cities through high speed rail, is funding state and local transit agency’s efforts to use alternative energy technology, and is supporting urban circulator projects.248 In contrast, state and local governmental efforts generally focus on planning issues and changing cultural expectations. For instance, smaller-scale governments often work to make urban growth plans more sustainable and to promote and fund creative ride-sharing programs.249 The primary manner in which these sets of policies come to-
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gether is through efforts to implement federal transportation policy at state and local levels, which, under the Obama Administration, comes substantially through ARRA funded programs.250

The overall skews in this policy area toward the smaller-scale, horizontal, and bottom-up have their advantages. They ensure that the levels of government with the greatest competence to address the policies which most affect how people use their cars—often, land use and planning issues—are able to make the individualized choices which will work in their respective jurisdictions. As Janet Levit and I have explored, Portland and Tulsa both are making strides on reducing emissions, but how that translates in their local contexts differs greatly.251

However, as in the technology context, this Article argues for the value of greater balance and integration. Large-scale efforts, like the ones in which the Obama Administration is engaged, help to address the national-level infrastructure concerns and create coordination among local efforts. Moreover, the federal funds are an important part of what allows localities to innovate.252 Further development along both of these lines would help to advance efforts to change the ways in which people use their cars.

More so than in the technology context, the federal government shares the national and international stage with horizontal coalitions of smaller-scale governments. Those entities also work to coordinate efforts among localities and states, as evidenced by agreements among cities, states, and provinces around the world at Copenhagen and those among localities and states in the United States.253 These dual large-scale efforts suggest possibilities for the Obama Administration’s future diagonal strategies, which the coalitions themselves have been requesting: collaborate with them more closely, so that there is better integration between the Administration’s federal efforts and the coalitions’ smaller-scale efforts.254

This integration may take a variety of forms. Specifically, in expanding such partnerships, the Obama Administration will have options in how much it wants to defer to smaller-scale governmental authorities and coalitions. The Administration may decide that in some instances, more deference is warranted and that in others, it prefers the status quo power balance. However, even if it does not change the balance of power at all through greater delegation, the Obama Administration has an opportunity to create policy integration with respect to how we drive that does not currently exist. As a practical matter, this greater integration would not be

250. See supra Part II.B.
251. See Osofsky & Levit, supra note 164.
252. See supra Part II.B.
253. See Osofsky, Is Climate Change “International”? supra note 5; Osofsky, Multiscalar Governance, supra note 6.
254. See Open Letter, supra note 152.
difficult to achieve. The Obama Administration has already been giving funds to localities that on many fronts line up with requests of coalitions like Climate Communities, although the greater financial pressure it continues to face has translated into a failure to include requests in the 2011 or 2012 budgets for DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grants or the EPA’s Climate Showcase Communities program, both of which include green transportation funding. Federal agencies also already work with states, cities, and tribes on these initiatives and consult informally with them a great deal. The Obama Administration could build on all of these existing efforts by creating more opportunities to bring together relevant agencies and subnational coalitions both to help frame how funds are structured and distributed and to plan next steps.

Such vertical integration among key governmental entities at different levels—even if it only involved more informal consultation—would mirror the kind of horizontal integration that the Obama Administration has done by creating the National Program and merging EPA and DOT efforts. Namely, it would bring together entities with overlapping policy projects into more collaborative relationships than currently exist. In creating such integration, the Administration would shift the land-use planning and cultural aspects of motor vehicle greenhouse gas regulation from one in which bifurcated skews exist—with the Administration’s efforts skewing one way and smaller-scale efforts skewing the other—to one with more balance within each dimension. As discussed above, this balance will help make the federal government a more supportive and integrated partner in local land-use planning efforts intended to reduce vehicle miles traveled.

As with technology-driven standards, the taxonomy can be used in this context as a tool to suggest many different policy approaches. The key contribution it makes is in organizing that conversation. By demonstrating the ways in which current approaches skew within the four dimensions, it can increase the Obama Administration’s sensitivity to how it might create greater overall integration and be more responsive to coalitions of leader states and localities.

256. See supra Part II.B.
C. The Ongoing Role of Litigation

Finally, with respect to both types of regulation, the Obama Administration will continue to confront the question of when lawsuits should be allowed. Climate change litigation targets both government regulations and corporate emissions, and as discussed in my preceding companion piece, serves as a mechanism for greater diagonal interaction. Litigation can serve as a game-changer by shifting the skews within each of the dimensions, which is illustrated by the above diagram of the full taxonomy. In my view, this diagonal quality of litigation means that it is a valuable tool to aid in the Obama Administration's efforts to reduce motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions; litigation needs to be built into regulatory schemes the Obama Administration is creating to allow for different perspectives to be brought into the regulatory process.257

The Obama Administration currently interacts with the regulatory role of litigation in two main contexts. First, and especially because Congress has failed to pass major climate change legislation, more general environmental statutes have become a major locus in the policy dialogue over climate change policy. In the motor vehicle emissions context, litigation has played and continues to play a critical role in helping to frame approaches, as it has provided leader states and cities with a mechanism for pushing for more stringent regulatory standards and more skeptical ones with a mechanism for pushing against those standards. The CAA petition and waiver processes specifically have resulted in an EPA endangerment

257. See Osofsky, Is Climate Change “International”? supra note 5.
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finding and have helped to provide the basis for the National Program.\textsuperscript{258} In contrast, lawsuits filed against the EPA's endangerment finding served to express concerns about regulating climate change through that mechanism.\textsuperscript{259} Even if comprehensive climate change legislation or significant clean energy legislation were to pass, the CAA will likely remain a critical mechanism for motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation (assuming that legislative and judicial efforts to block that regulation continue to fail), and the processes within it that provide the basis for litigation serve as an important way in which smaller-scale, horizontal coalitions can provide bottom-up input. Litigation has played a critical role both in giving the Obama Administration the needed regulatory authority to address motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions through the CAA and in illuminating the various views which public and private entities have on what course such regulation should take.

Second, with respect to the comprehensive climate change and energy regulation that failed to pass in Congress, heated debates focused on the extent to which this legislation should both contain mechanisms for litigation and preempt other litigation. In my view, the CAA provides a model for why this legislation, if it ever becomes more politically viable, needs to contain some mechanisms for interested smaller-scale governments, nongovernmental organizations, and individuals to challenge policy choices.\textsuperscript{260} Such mechanisms make the statute more balanced within the four dimensions by providing a way for smaller-scale entities to work together horizontally and provide a bottom-up challenge to largely federal-level, vertical, top-down decisions. As the CAA context illustrates, these challenges may not always push in the direction of more stringent regulation of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions. However, this input from both directions can help the Obama Administration to craft more broadly acceptable policy that moves the dialogue forward.

In addition to the wide range of pending regulatory actions, the Supreme Court's decision to hear a challenge to the Second Circuit opinion that allows climate change public nuisance suits to proceed to the merits, as other circuits continue to grapple with this issue, raises questions about whether legislation or CAA regulation should preempt that mechanism as

\textsuperscript{258} See id. at 616-30.
\textsuperscript{260} For examples of other scholarship arguing that the CAA provides a model for shaping climate change legislation, see Doremus & Hanemann, supra note 223; William W. Buzbee, Clean Air Act Dynamism and Disappointments: Lessons for Climate Legislation to Prompt Innovation and Discourage Inertia, 52 WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y 33 (2010).
well, questions which the Obama Administration has thus far answered in the affirmative.\textsuperscript{261} The brief for the Tennessee Valley Authority submitted by the U.S. Solicitor General’s office not only argues for dismissal based on standing and political question grounds, but also claims that the EPA’s CAA regulatory efforts displace any federal common-law cause of action.\textsuperscript{262} This issue is relevant to the motor vehicles context because some of the other public nuisance suits target automobile and oil companies.\textsuperscript{263}

The Second Circuit’s opinion explicitly opened the door to these types of arguments. The opinion, for example, notes in its analysis of the fourth through sixth \textit{Baker v. Carr} factors\textsuperscript{264} that:

The legislative branch is free to amend the Clean Air Act to regulate carbon dioxide emissions, and the executive branch, by way of the EPA, is free to regulate emissions, assuming its reasoning is not “divorced from the statutory text.” Either of these actions would override any decision made by the district court under the federal common law.\textsuperscript{265}

The Obama Administration’s brief argues that the new EPA regulations constitute such overriding actions.\textsuperscript{266}

In taking this position, the Obama Administration enters a debate about whether nuisance suits targeting major emitters constitute an appropriate form of complementary regulation. On the one hand, these suits continue an environmental law tradition of nuisance and statutory protec-

\textsuperscript{261} See American Elec. Co. Inc v. Connecticut, 131 S. Ct. 813, 178 L.Ed.2d 530, 79 USLW 3092, 79 USLW 3339, 79 USLW 3342 (U.S. Dec 06, 2010) (NO. 10-174) (granting certiorari); Connecticut v. Am. Elec. Power Co., 582 F.3d 309, 323–32 (2d Cir. 2009). Oral arguments are scheduled for April 19, 2011. \textsc{Supreme court of the united states argument calendar for the session beginning April}, 18, 2011, Feb. 7, 2011, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_arguments/argument_calendars/ Monthly Argument CalApril 2011.pdf}. The Fifth Circuit initially issued an opinion with a similar holding, \textit{see} Comer v. Murphy Oil USA, 585 F.3d 855, 879–80 (5th Cir. 2009); however, after voting to reheat the case \textit{en banc}, \textit{see} Comer v. Murphy Oil USA, 598 F.3d 208, 210 (5th Cir. 2010), the Fifth Circuit found, based on multiple recusals, that it lacked a quorum and a majority of the remaining judges then ruled that the appellate decision was therefore vacated. \textit{See} Comer v. Murphy Oil USA, 607 F.3d 1049, 1054–55 (5th Cir. 2010). The plaintiffs petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of mandamus to address whether the Fifth Circuit has an obligation to render a decision, whether the vacating without a quorum to make a decision was appropriate, and whether the original panel should retain control over the case, but the Supreme Court denied those petitions. \textit{In re Ned Comer, et al.}, No. 10-294, 2011 WL 55857 (U.S. Jan. 10, 2011). In the Ninth Circuit, a climate nuisance case is on appeal following a district court’s dismissal of the case on justiciability grounds. \textit{See} Native Vill. of Kivalina v. ExxonMobil Corp., 663 F. Supp. 2d 863, 873–76 (N.D. Cal. 2009).
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tions achieving similar regulatory goals, but, on the other hand, trouble those who think that they produce piecemeal results and that legislation is the proper route for addressing massive crosscutting problems like climate change. From the perspective of creating regulatory lability or balancing the above-described skews within the dimensions, however, the nuisance suits have a particularly strong justification. Namely, they provide a mechanism by which smaller-scale actors can work horizontally and in a bottom-up fashion to impact corporate decision-making through a large-scale, top-down federal court decision. Like petition processes within a statute, these suits help to create more balanced policy together with the top-down, vertical statutory approaches. The Obama Administration's decision to take a stand against their continuing may result in cutting off their potential complementary and balancing role in favor of creating a unitary policy through the CAA regulation and any legislation that might pass in the future.

Overall, then, in the context of motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation, thinking in diagonal federalist terms and applying such taxonomy helps to provide a basis for rethinking regulatory approaches and considering how strategies can be more crosscutting. The taxonomy can be used as a relatively politically neutral tool for getting at the scale problem that bedevils efforts to get at climate change, in general, and motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions, in particular. While this approach will not solve all of the Obama Administration's challenges, and others might choose to apply it differently than this Part does, it provides an organized framework for identifying gaps and possibilities.

V. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS ON THE VALUE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACHES

Even with an Administration committed to progress on this issue, the crosscutting regulatory problem posed by climate change is daunting. My hope is that a diagonal federalism approach can help make the Obama Administration's ongoing efforts to address climate change more effective, even if it cannot make the problem itself less complex. As the example of motor vehicle emissions regulation demonstrates, the structure of regulatory approaches even within a relatively narrow subject area varies significantly across subissues. An application of the taxonomy across other components of the Obama Administration's climate change policy, such as clean energy and green jobs, can similarly both reveal where skews within

267. For a broader discussion of climate change public nuisance suits and their implications, see David A. Grossman, Tort-Based Climate Litigation, in Adjudicating Climate Change: State, National, and International Approaches 193 (William C.G. Burns & Hari M. Osofsky eds., 2009).
dimensions are located and help to frame conversations about future directions for policy.

At times, the Administration may deem skews appropriate, particularly in areas where it thinks that federal-level, top-down mandate approaches are preferable. However, even in those areas, as revealed in the motor vehicles example, opportunities abound for creating more interconnection and adding approaches that skew the other way within each dimension. Regardless, conducting such an analysis allows for more informed decision-making as the Obama Administration navigates complexities of scale.

Beyond its practical value in the climate change law and policy context which is the focus of this Article, this multidimensional approach also has the potential to assist in a needed reframing of the environmental federalism literature. Robert Percival explains that environmental federalism debates have traditionally centered on how federal versus state authority should be allocated.268 In recent years, however, numerous scholars have attempted to move beyond this model towards more dynamic ones, as described by Kirsten Engel in Harnessing the Benefits of Dynamic Federalism in Environmental Law. Engel explains that such models view the federal government and states as alternative sources of regulatory authority that interact over time, and argues that these approaches address environmental problems more effectively and are truer to the process of policy-making contemplated by our constitutional structure.269


While all of these dynamic approaches to environmental federalism engage core issues raised by a wide range of key actors interacting at multiple levels of government, alternate streams in this literature focus on different aspects of what these interactions entail. As the analysis in Part III of this Article reinforces, the taxonomy highlights major dimensions in which these scholarly discussions take place. Although some articles engage more than one of the dimensions, the taxonomy's framework provides a helpful way of organizing these crosscutting ideas.270

This capacity of the taxonomy to organize environmental federalism debates raises conceptual issues, which my next article in this series will engage in depth. First and most fundamentally, this multidimensional analysis reveals that the environmental federalism literature itself has a particular geography that impacts which issues are covered and how they are discussed. Most environmental federalism scholarship, even in the more dynamic approaches, presumes the ability to treat each level of government as a clearly delineated space is generally limited. As a result, analyses focus on each level's appropriate domain and interaction with other levels in each of the four dimensions.271

While such an approach might be appropriate, the geography and ecology literatures contain multiple possibilities for understanding these scales and their interaction with one another. Neil Brenner has summarized a number of the definitions of scale which geographers use: (1) “a nested hierarchy of bounded spaces of differing size;” (2) “the level of geographical resolution at which a given phenomenon is thought of, acted on or studied;” (3) “the geographical organizer and expression of collective social action;” and (4) “the geographical resolution of contradictory processes of competition and cooperation.”272 Nathan Sayre has highlighted additional concepts which ecologists bring to an understanding of scale. They often define the two core components of scale as grain, “the finest level of spatial or temporal resolution available within a given data set,” and extent, “the size of the study area or the duration of the study.”273 Current environmental federalism analyses generally focus on Brenner’s first definition; the scholarship maps the levels interacting as enclosed

---
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spaces and describes and prescribes their dynamic interactions.\textsuperscript{274} The existence of these many alternative possibilities to the understanding of scale in the environmental federalism literature opens interesting research questions about how different definitions might change the current scholarly debates.

Second, within the confines of the map provided by the taxonomy and its four dimensions, analyses provide different perspectives on what skews are appropriate when. Scholars debate the comparative value of large- and small-scale climate change regulation; focus on vertical or horizontal dimensions of interactions; propose top-down, bottom-up, or mixed hierarchical schemes; and emphasize conflict or cooperation in the regulatory interactions.\textsuperscript{275} Just as these skews provide opportunities for reflection in the policy context, they also assist a rethinking of the scholarly literature. The article that follows this one will consider how to evaluate the debates over the appropriateness of skews and ask when different approaches might be balanced or combined.

Specifically, as this Article highlighted, certain contexts, such as motor vehicles' technological development versus usage, lend themselves more towards particular skews in the dimensions. Even if adding balance is often desirable, as analyzed in Part IV, those skews often are grounded in real differences between those contexts.\textsuperscript{276} Thinking multidimensionally about the environmental federalism debates similarly allows for a comparison of the contexts upon which scholarship focuses and enables an assessment of where true compatibilities and incompatibilities lie.

Finally, both of these inquiries lead to a third inquiry, which brings together this Article's policy focus with the next article's conceptual one. Specifically, both the practical and conceptual applications of the taxonomy reopen questions about the value and limitations of such typologies and the best ways of constructing and assessing them. Thinking multidimensionally provides possibilities for deconstruction and reconstruction, but requires continuous reassessment to make sure that such typologies are using the most effective and appropriate dimensions and applying them appropriately.

This Article focuses on scale, axis, hierarchy, and cooperativeness because these factors represent the primary ways in which multidimensional regulation in this context varies over time. While other dimensions are relevant to the analysis, the ones which I considered adding do not have this quality. For example, change over time is a defining feature of these regulatory dynamics and I considered adding time as a dimension.\textsuperscript{277} How-
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ever, motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions regulation does not skew towards short- versus long-term or fast versus slow in the same way that it does in the four dimensions that I used.

It is possible that in additional contexts, other dimensions might function more effectively as organizing principles. Even if that is the case, the value of thinking multidimensionally remains similar. By breaking down regulatory and conceptual choices into their elements and considering the benefits and limitations of skews, multidimensional federalism approaches improve the understanding of complex problems and dynamics. Such an enhanced understanding provides the basis for more effective policy and conceptual choices.